
 

 

TEST 4/5 ANSWERS 

 

1. When describing someone who is present, you should begin with raised  

eyebrows and the sign for see. 

 

2. When describing someone who is NOT present, you should begin with raised 

eyebrows and the sign for know. 

 

3. Match the correct mouth formation for the following: 

 

 Tall       _E (cha)_    A. cs 

 Med.     _C (mm)_    B. oo 

 Short    _B (oo)_    C. mm 

 Fat        _E (cha)_    B. ah 

 Thin      _B (oo)__    E. cha 

 Large    _E (cha)_    F.  th 

 

    4.  What is the general order you should follow when describing someone? 

 ___Gender_____ 

 ___Height______ 

 ___Body Type___ 

 ___Hair Color___ 

 ___Hair Style____ 

 

    5.  If you are in a room full of people and you want to point out the person who is the 

only one wearing a red scarf, you don’t need to follow the above order. 

  TRUE     FALSE 

 

6.  What was the name of the man who established schools all over Africa?  

 _____Andrew Foster__________________________________ 

 

7.  How many schools did he establish?  _30 (will accept 32)_ 

8. In how many countries did he establish schools? __13__ 

9. What did he receive a degree in?  (only need one)__Accounting, Business, 

Education____ 

 

 

 



10.  List 4 adjectives that describe his personality. (answers will vary; only need 4) 

 _____Hard-working________Kind________Persevering_ 

 ______Determind_____Spiritual  _____Smart________Helpful____ 

 

11.  How did he lose his hearing?  _________Spinal Meningitis______________ 

 

12.  How did he die?  ____________Plane Crash_________________ 

 

13.  What was the name of the first African-American to graduate from Gallaudet? 

_______Andrew Foster_____________________ 

 

14. What are the names of the two men who established the first successful Deaf 

school (not college) in America?  _____Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet____ (full name) & 

___Laurent Clerc____ 

 

15. List 3 similarities between the men who established schools in Africa and America. 

        (answers will vary; only need 3) 

 ______Established school(s) for the deaf._____ 

          ______Traveled outside of America,__________ 

           _____ Minister/Missionary__________________ 

          ______Faced obstacles, both born hearing____ 

 ______Very well educated___________________ 

 

16. What three things should you do when relaying a dialog?  

 ____Body Shift____ 

 ____Eye gaze_______ 

 ___Take on charateristics____ 

 

Write the words that are signed: 

17. ______Mouse________     22. _____Curious______ 

 

18. ______Culture_______  23. _____Believe______ 

 

19.  _____Mercy/pity_____  24. _____Doubt________ 

 

20. ______Important_____  25. _____Procrastinate__ 

 

21. ______Obstacle_____  26. _Emphasize/Impress_ 

 

 



Write the sentences that are signed. 

  1      2         3           4 

(4) 27.  _Mosquito continue bother tiger_______ 

 

 (The mosquito(s) continue to bother the tiger.) 

          1         2            3  4 

(4) 28. _Missionary honest, humble, soft hearted.____ 

 

 (The missionary is honest, humble, and soft-hearted) 

       1           2       3      rh         4 

(4) 29.  _Thief escape hid where jungle/forest.__ 

 

 (The thief escaped and hid in the jungle/forest.) 

   1 2        3           rh  4      5     6      7 

(7) 30.  _They promise analyze evidence why find who kill man.____ 

 

 (They promise to analyze the evidence to find who killed the man.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


